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20のトピック	
•  日本の固定インターネットのデータ量

は?	  
•  	  スマホで無線LANどのくらい使ってる?	  
•  インターネットには何が流れている?	  
•  このコンピュータは何をしている?	  
•  	  スマホで使っているアプリをあてる	  
•  インターネット上に囮を作る	  
•  普通と違うのが異常	  
•  画像認識で異常を探す	  
•  三人よれば文殊の知恵	  
•  人手で異常検出の精度を上げるには	  
	

•  分割して統治せよ	  
•  有名サイト似た偽サイトを探す	  
•  迷惑メールはどうやって送られてくる?	  
•  オンラインRPGでの悪い人探し	  
•  ビルはどれだ省エネできる?	  
•  東日本大震災時の学術ネットワーク	  
•  みんなの力でスマホの診断	  
•  大規模サーバはどれだけ効率的?	  
•  トポロジを意識した負荷分散	  
•  集合知による新しいインターネットセ

ンサー	  



1.日本のインターネットのデータ量は?	
•  国内6ISP，総務省と2004年から国内ブロードバンドイン

ターネットトラフィックの収集	  
–  総トラフィック量の推定	  
–  使用パターンの変化	  

The	  impact	  and	  implicaDons	  of	  growth	  in	  residenDal	  user-‐to-‐user	  traffic	  (SIGCOMM’06)	
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2.スマホで無線LANをどのくらい使ってる?	

Tracking	  the	  evoluDon	  and	  diversity	  in	  network	  usage	  of	  smartphones	  (IMC’15)	

•  携帯キャリア・固定キャリアともにわからない	  
•  東京圏1500ユーザのスマホ調査(2013-‐2015)	  
–  アプリケーション	  
–  トラフィック量	  
–  オフロード率	  

2015
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o↵ the WiFi interface and the WiFi-available users do not
connect to any WiFi AP.

We confirm that 40% of Android devices explicitly turn
o↵ their WiFi interface, but this ratio decreases during the
three years. The ratio of the WiFi-available users is sta-
ble at around 0.25 in both 2013 and 2015, meaning that
a quarter of the users could o✏oad their tra�c to WiFi if
any appropriate APs are discovered. We discuss these users
later in § 3.5. In comparison, the variation in the ratio of
WiFi-o↵ users is opposite of that of WiFi users; the peak
time is business hours (10am-6pm). Our results show that
nearly 50% of Android users explicitly turn o↵ their WiFi
devices during the day in 2013 (blue curve). However, the
situation of the low WiFi usage improves in 2015, demon-
strating that the ratio of WiFi-o↵ users drops from 50% to
40% (Figure 9(b)).

WiFi connectivity of iOS is higher than that of Android.
For iOS devices, the software does not report detailed in-
formation about the WiFi interface. However, we conclude
that iOS devices connect to WiFi 30% more than do Android
devices, as shown in Figure 9(c). We also confirm that there
is no di↵erence in the WiFi-user ratios among three cellu-
lar carriers providing iPhones. Thus, WiFi-user ratio di↵ers
between the two device OSes rather than cellular carriers.

3.4 Usage of WiFi networks
Next we illustrate the results of user adoption of available

WiFi networks at home, in o�ces, and in public places.

3.4.1 Home, public, and other WiFi networks
We first define the locations of WiFi APs users connected

to. We identify each WiFi AP users associate with by its
(BSSID, ESSID) pair (the MAC address of AP and its net-
work name). We then categorize WiFi networks into these
three types:

Home: We identify home locations as the most common
(BSSID, ESSID) pair to which each device connects during
at least 70% of the time between 10pm and 6am in one
day. Note that users do not always have at least one home
network. In fact, the percentage of users with estimated
home AP increases over time; 66% in 2013, 73% in 2014 and
79% in 2015. These numbers are roughly consistent with
the result of our user survey in Table 8. Table 4 lists the
numbers of detected APs.

Public: We identify public networks based on well known
ESSID names (e.g., 0000docomo, 0001softbank, eduroam).
These services are often deployed by Japanese cellular providers
for their customers (§ 1), or by free/commercial WiFi providers
(e.g., 7Spot and Metro Free Wi-Fi). We categorize FON
APs that use a public ESSID at home as a home network
because we find that some users connected to the public ES-
SID over 24 hours instead of using the default private ES-
SID by FON. The number of detected public APs doubles
in three years as shown in the table.

Other: Other associated pairs are mainly located at of-
fices or mobile WiFi APs. It also includes some open APs
provided by shops and hotels. We further estimate APs at
o�ces when they (1) mainly connect between 11am and 5pm
on weekdays and (2) are not otherwise classified as home,
public or mobile APs. The number of estimated o�ce APs
is stable over the years.

This classification shows a wide deployment of APs espe-
cially in public spaces. Figure 10 visualizes the locations

type 2013 2014 2015
home 1139 1223 1289
public 5041 9302 10481
other 545 673 664
(o�ce) 166 168 166
total 6725 11198 12434

Table 4: Number of estimated APs.
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Figure 10: Number of associated unique APs per 5km cell:
(a) home in 2013, (b) public in 2013, (c) home in 2015, and
(d) public in 2015.

and densities of associated APs in the Greater Tokyo area.
Each cell is a 5km square, with color showing identified AP
density. The four quadrants of the figure show home and
public distribution in 2013 and 2015. Home networks are
widely dispersed, reflecting many residential areas. There
are only minor di↵erences between the two datasets.
This data suggests that coverage of public WiFi networks

is broad in the Greater Tokyo. The maps of public networks
highlight strong densities in the downtown Tokyo area. The
number of associated public networks is over 300 in the high-
est density areas (Shinjuku and Shibuya areas). We also
confirm the wide coverage of public APs even far from the
downtown area. By comparing the two datasets, further-
more, high-density areas are more dispersed in 2015. For
example, the number of cells with at least one AP increases
from 229 to 265, and that of cells with larger than 100 APs
increases from 10 to 23. This result suggests that users can
potentially connect to widely deployed public WiFi APs if
devices are appropriately configured.
However, the contribution of public and o�ce APs is still

small when measured by tra�c volume. Figure 11 represents
the weekly tra�c variations for home, public, and o�ce in
2013 and 2015. The major contribution of WiFi tra�c vol-
ume is home networks (95% of the total volume). The public
and o�ce WiFi tra�c volumes are much smaller (4% of the
total volume), though those volumes double during this pe-
riod. The diurnal patterns of public and o�ce WiFi are
in opposition to that of home WiFi. These clear patterns
in 2015 emphasize the increase of users associated to these
WiFi networks.



3.インターネットには何が流れている?	
•  アプリ推定はプライバシや暗号化の問題のため難しい	  
•  バックボーントラフィックでの機械学習を用いたアプリ推定	  

A	  streaming	  flow-‐based	  technique	  for	  traffic	  classificaDon	  	  
applied	  to	  12+1	  years	  of	  internet	  (Tele.	  Sys.	  in	  2015)	



4.このコンピュータは何をしている?	

•  ホストの提供サービスをトラフィックから推定	  
– 通信パターンによる分類木	  
– グラフレット	  

SynopDc	  Graphlet:	  Bridging	  the	  gap	  between	  supervised	  and	  unsupervised	  	  
profiling	  of	  host-‐level	  network	  traffic	  (ToN	  in	  2013)	
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Step1. Feature extraction from graphlets 
for each snapshot (Section 2.1)

Steps 2 and 3. Find typical clusters for each 
snapshot (Section 2.2) and reproduce synoptic 
graphlets from centroid features (Section 2.3)

Cluster 1 Centroid of Cluster 1 Reproduced synoptic graphlet
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Step 4. Connect typical evolutions 
between neighboring snapshots 
(Section 2.4)
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method.

a line. If di↵erent flows have common attributes, these
flows (lines) share the corresponding nodes and/or edges.
Graphlet we use is represented with six columns – srcIP-
proto-srcPort-dstPort-dstIP-srcPort. The order of columns
is slightly di↵erent from both the original definition [18]
and its extension [17]. Our idea is that srcIP-srcPort-
dstPort-dstIP should be a more comprehensive repre-
sentation of computer communication, because it clari-
fies the activity of computer processes in end hosts (IP-
Port pairs) and communication among the processes
(srcPort-dstPort pairs). We place srcPort again at the
right side so as not to overlook the hidden but impor-
tant information about the relation between dstIP and
srcPort (this is inspired by [17]).

We draw a graphlet per source host, and thus there
is only one point in the left column (srcIP) displaying
the source host. Figure 2 illustrates two manually an-
notated examples of graphlets. A graphlet is made from
a set of packets, and hence di↵erent amounts of packets
might generate di↵erent shapes of graphlets, even if the
packets are sent by a single host. For example, only
one packet (only one flow) makes a single-line graphlet,
whereas two packets may result in a single line if the two
packets are in the same flow or result in two lines shar-
ing some nodes or edges if the corresponding attributes
are common in the two packets.

Definitions. We symbolically define the six columns
(srcIP-· · · -srcPort) as A1, . . . , A6. We also define Ai !
Aj as the direction from Ai to Aj , which is used to
discuss in-degree and out-degree of nodes of column Ai

(i.e., j = i + 1 or i� 1). Di!j = (d1,i!j , . . . , dni,i!j) is
defined as the degree distribution of direction Ai ! Aj .
dk,i!j is the k-th highest degree among d 2 Di!j , and
the corresponding node is represented as vk,i!j . ni is
the total number of nodes in column Ai.
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(a) Peer to peer (b) Host scan for a destination port

Figure 2: Examples of graphlets.

Feature extraction. First, we need to extract fea-
ture values from graphlet. Even though graphlets have
visually interpretable information of host behaviors, they
cannot be directly applied to automatic clustering schemes.
Our features are based on five types of degree-related
information, as shown in Figure 3.

(1) #Nodi = ni. Total number of nodes in column
Ai (six columns).

(2) #OneDegNodi!j =
P

d2Di!j
I(d = 1), where

I(·) is the indicator function. Number of nodes
that have one degree of direction Ai ! Aj (ten
directions).

(3) AveDegi!j = 1
ni

P
d2Di!j

d. Average degree of
direction Ai ! Aj (ten directions).

(4) MaxDegi!j = maxd2Di!j{d}. Maximum degree
of direction Ai ! Aj (ten directions).

(5) BakMaxDegi!i+1 = dk,i!i+1(k = arg maxl{dl,i!i�1}).
Degree on the other side of the node from Feature
4 (eight directions because the edge columns have
no pair degree). If more than one nodes have the
highest degree (Feature 4), the highest pair degree
is selected among the candidates.

P2Pソフト	 スキャン(攻撃)	



5.スマホで使っているアプリを当てる	

•  教師有り機械学習によるスマホアプリ推定	  
– パケットサイズ	  
– 通信パターン	

Enhancing	  the	  performance	  of	  mobile	  traffic	  idenDficaDon	  with	  communicaDon	  pa7erns	  (COMPSAC’15)	

Journal of Information Processing Vol.0 No.0 1–8 (??? 2015)

Fig. 1 Examples of 5 application graphlet

Table 1 Mobile application specification

apps version activity
Facebook (FB) 15.0.0.20.16 Comment, like, view images
Line (LN) 4.9.1 messaging and sticker
Skype (SK) 4.9.0.45564 Voice calling
YouTube (YT) 6.0.13 Watching video
Web (WB) 4.2.2 (Android browser) Surfing without video

Table 2 TCP network flow summary (no background tra�c)

apps #flow #total
byte

#total
packet

#byte
/flow

#packet
/flow

FB 78 1,133 K 2,111 13,794 26
LN 31 159 K 450 4,072 13
SK 69 40 K 406 504 5
YT 66 8,563 K 9,703 193,748 210
WB 293 2,475 K 4,850 9,154 17
Note: All values are an average from the 100 of 3-minute traces

Table 3 UDP network flow summary (no background tra�c)

apps #flow #total
byte

#total
packet

#byte
/flow

#packet
/flow

FB 12 3,011 23 250 2
LN 23 647 5 254 2
SK 100 1,780 K 16,640 21,544 197
YT 7 1,454 12 211 2
WB 35 7,037 60 208 2
Note: All values are an average from the 100 of 3-minute traces

Table 4 Destination port usage (no background tra�c)

apps TCP
port:usage(%)

UDP
port:usage(%)

FB 443:97.8%, 80:1.93% 53:100%
LN 443:76.04%, 80:23.95% 53:97.5%
SK High:84.38%, 443:7.94% High:94.26%
YT 443:82.49%, 80:16.47% 53:100%
WB 80:85.36%, 443:14.5% 53:100%
High = port number higher than 5000
Note: the usage found from flows of the 100 of 3-minute traces

Table 5 Background tra�c characteristics

App Total packet per flow Total byte per flow
Andorid OS 66% less than 10 packets

34% on average 21 packets
66% less than 1000 bytes
34% on average 4477 bytes

Facebook 64% less than 10 packets
36% on average 28 packets

54% less than 1000 bytes
46% on average 6632 bytes

Line 80% less than 10 packets
20% on average 14 packets

80% less than 1000 bytes
20% on average 1699 bytes

as a source, (2) the number of network flows, (3) the total num-
ber of bytes transferred, (4) the total number of packets, (5) the
number of bytes per flow, and (6) the number of packets per flow.
These characteristics are extracted from TCP and UDP protocol
tra�c. Other protocols are filtered out. We also focus on bi-
directional tra�c flows with the same 5-tuple satisfying with one
of following conditions: (1) no active packet longer than 30 sec-
onds, (2) occurring of a TCP FIN packet, and (3) flow duration
exceed 60 seconds. TCP/UDP flow information for each applica-
tion is presented in Table 2 and Table 3. The important destina-
tion port usage is shown in Table 4.

3.2 Dataset with Background Tra�c

Three of 30-minute tra�c traces for each selected application
which contains background tra�c are captured. The background
data consists of two di↵erent sources. The first one is notifica-
tions of applications in background mode for Facebook, Line and
Skype. The second one is tra�c of Android OS that frequently
communicates with Google’s servers. In addition, three of 30-
minute tra�c traces for background tra�c (Android, Facebook,
and Line) are separately captured for studying the characteristics
of background tra�c. The 30-minute traces are split to 3-minute
traces with the same procedure as non-background tra�c case.
3.2.1 Dataset Details

The mixture of tra�c will a↵ect performance of identifying
the target application especially for the low volume of tra�c ap-
plication such as Line. The characteristics of background tra�c
are studied in order to mitigate this issue. Using the packet level
information is di�cult to distinguish between target tra�c and
background tra�c. We analyze flow durations, the total number
of packets per flow, and the total bytes per flow. The bi-directional
network flow of each background tra�c type is extracted with the
same criteria in the non-background tra�c case. Since there is a
small amount of UDP tra�c in background tra�c, we will con-
sider only the TCP tra�c. Flow characteristics (total packets per
flow and total bytes per flow) of the three background tra�c types
are listed in Table 5. The flow duration of the background tra�c
comparing with those of active tra�c of Facebook and Line are
presented in Fig. 2. From the figure, we find that the flow dura-
tions of background tra�c are mostly less than 2 seconds. Thus,
we will use this as a threshold for filtering out background tra�c
in this study.

4. Methodology

The identification method consists of three main steps. In the
first step, non TCP/UDP packets are filtered out. TCP and UDP
packets are forwarded to the second step for extracting the tra�c
features. The second step consists of two processes: (1) graphlet-
based feature extraction and (2) packet size related feature ex-
traction. The graphlet-based feature extraction generates a shape-
based feature vector (35 dimensions). The packet size distribu-
tion extraction generates two feature vectors for TCP and UDP
protocols. There are totally 12 dimensions for each protocol. All
feature vectors are concatenated to be a final feature vector. The
59-dimension final feature is passed to machine learning classifier
in the last step to identify application.

c� 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan 3



6.インターネット上に囮を作る	

•  ダークネット(ホストのいないネットワーク)を用
いたネットワーク監視	

CorrelaDon	  among	  piecewise	  unwanted	  traffic	  Dme	  series	  (Globecom’08)	
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7.普通と違うのが異常	

•  ハッシュとモデルによるインターネットトラ
フィック異常検出(攻撃,	  ウィルス,	  設定間違
い,,,)	  

ExtracDng	  hidden	  anomalies	  using	  sketch	  and	  non-‐Gaussian	  	  
mulDresoluDon	  staDsDcal	  detecDon	  procedures	  (LSAD’07)	



8.画像認識で異常を探す	

•  攻撃パターンを時空間的
な構造へ変換し画像とし
て検出	  

•  ハフ変換による直線抽出	

A	  Hough-‐transform-‐based	  anomaly	  detector	  with	  an	  adapDve	  Dme	  interval	  (ACR	  in	  2013)	



Legitimate Anomaly LegitimateAnomaly Anomaly Anomaly

9.三人居れば文殊の知恵	

•  複数の異常検出器の組み合わせによる精度向上	  
–  グラフマイニング+SVD	

MAWILab:	  Combining	  diverse	  anomaly	  detectors	  for	  automated	  	  
anomaly	  labeling	  and	  performance	  benchmarking	  (CoNEXT’10)	

















































 











10.人手で異常検出の精度を上げるには?	

•  複数の異常検出器のパラメータチューニング	  
•  視覚化(コード図)によるサポート	

Visual	  comparison	  of	  network	  anomaly	  detectors	  with	  Chord	  diagrams	  (SAC’14)	

チューニング前	 チューニング後	



11.分割して統治せよ	

•  大規模分散計算基盤を用いた解析	  
•  ビッグデータをハッシュによりスモールデータへ	  
•  10倍速く3倍賢く	

Hashdoop:	  A	  MapReduce	  framework	  for	  network	  anomaly	  detecDon	  (BigSecurity’14)	



12.有名サイトに似た悪いサイトを探す	

•  インターネットを悪いことに使う人もいる	  
–  有名サイトに似た偽サイトを登録	  
–  迷惑メールを送ったり，フィッシング詐欺に使われる	  

•  機械学習を用いて悪いサイトを自動検出	  
–  約2000サイトを検出(登録者2名)	

Towards	  classificaDon	  of	  DNS	  erroneous	  queries	  (AINTEC’13)	

Table 5: Classification rules
No Rule Example
1 Used by anti-virus software waseda.jp.uri.jp1.sophosxl.com
2 Used by anti-spam RBL 1.0.0.0.zen.spamhaus.org
3 Unknown TLD example.TEst
4 Random words qebwprbpyy.ac.jp
5 Add “dlv.isc.org” example.com.dlv.isc.org
6 Configuration words local, wpad
7 Local name YUTA-PC
8 (IP Address)+(TLD) or 192.168.0.11.ac.jp

repetition of TLD www.waseda.jp.ac.jp
9 RFC 1034 violation (10.3.1.3).go.jp, ***.com

names of NX Domain errors and a low false-positives
rate (1.45%). We also found specific domains, including
a string of domain names of social networking services
(SNSs) (e.g., mixi, gree, and mbga) in Japan, in the
false-positive results of Pattern 4. These query names
whose QTYPE is A, NS, and MX point to two IP ad-
dresses: 4,179 domains to one IP address and 709 do-
mains to the other IP address. We also confirm 2,134
query names of these special SNS-like domain names in
the results of Pattern 4 of NX Domain errors. Table 8
lists examples of SNS-like domain names.

Table 6: Classification results of all query names
Pattern rules NX Domain datasets Correct answer datasets

true-positive (%) false-positive (%)
Total number 2,957,367 81,407,171

Pattern 1 578,280 19.6 43,147 0.05
Pattern 2 474,694 16.1 43,704 0.05
Pattern 3 455,968 15.4 168 <0.01
Pattern 4 334,786 11.3 33,124 0.04
Pattern 5 180,967 6.1 262 <0.01
Pattern 6 129,448 4.4 524 <0.01
Pattern 7 138,033 4.7 352 <0.01
Pattern 8 71,769 2.4 3 <0.01
Pattern 9 40,444 1.4 405 <0.01

Final result 2,160,768 73.1 122,385 0.15

Table 7: Classification results of unique query
names

Pattern rules NX Domain datasets Correct answer datasets
true-positive (%) false-positive (%)

Total number 951,126 2,155,635
Pattern 1 271,260 28.5 13,351 0.62
Pattern 2 188,716 19.8 13,837 0.64
Pattern 3 219,633 23.1 7 <0.01
Pattern 4 164,263 17.3 3,483 0.16
Pattern 5 48,379 5.1 40 <0.01
Pattern 6 28,730 3.0 45 <0.01
Pattern 7 27,238 2.9 33 <0.01
Pattern 8 21,339 2.2 3 <0.01
Pattern 9 21,295 2.2 185 0.01

Final result 843,601 88.7 31,181 1.45

We now investigate the SNS-like domains in detail.
First, by manually checking the IP addresses pointing
the SNS-like domains by Google searches, we find that
those IP addresses were reported as hosts sending spam.
Similarly, one of the addresses is listed in the Spamhaus

Table 8: Examples of SNS-like domain names
Domain names

www.akivcsgree.jp www.yrjtohjmbga.jp
mail.gtasomgree.jp www.bsyhdjaskwheatmixi.jp

yrtwetwamixi.jp www.lkjaysaddlebrowngree.jp
mayonnaisembga.jp ns1.djbngree.jp

blacklist. Thus, the SNS-like domains are likely used for
sending spam. We confirm that these SNS-like domains
were mostly requested by only one local resolver in a
university during the measurement period. We exam-
ined the frequency of these queries per day and the life
time from the first to last queries that appeared in the
dataset. Figure 8 shows the number of new SNS-like
domains appearing in the DNS traffic. Most domains
appeared on the first day and the number of domains
decreased exponentially over time. We also found that
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Figure 8: Newly appeared SNS-like domains
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the appearance of these domains was stable over time
for one month. Figure 9 shows the lifetime of SNS-like
domains in the dataset. Most domains remained for one
month; however, some disappeared in only one day or in

30
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Figure 6: Time evolution of top 35 campaigns

and 32. They are di↵erent campaigns in terms of con-
tents, but they can be temporally correlated, suggesting
an existence of some intentions by spam originators or
botnet owners. We will again discuss this in section 4.4
where we investigate the source IP addresses.

In order to quantify lifetime of spam campaign, we
define the duration of spam campaign as the time be-
tween the first spam email message and the last one
appeared in a campaign. Figure 5(b) represents the
distribution of lifetime for top 100 spam campaigns.
It is clear that lifetime for di↵erent campaign is quite
di↵erent. A long lifetime campaign can last around a
year such as campaigns 1 and 5. However, short life-
time campaigns are more usual and last less than three
months such as campaigns 3 and 4. Also, we observe a
long lifetime in small campaigns like campaigns 50-100,
suggesting that a campaign with a larger number of
spams does not always mean a longer lasting campaign,
i.e., lifetime and density of spams are orthogonal.

4.3 Campaign features
In order to quantify identified spam campaigns, we

focus on three spam features: MD5, title, and URL.
Figure 7 (a), (b) and (c) shows the distribution of

the number of unique MD5s, the number of unique ti-
tles, and the number of unique URLs, respectively. The
distribution of MD5s highlights a strong contrast be-
tween two di↵erent distributions: One is characterized
by thousands of MD5s. The other one only has a few
MD5s. The first category corresponds to a campaign
where the contents of all spams are slightly di↵erent
from each other. Note that the fuzzy hash would clas-
sify two contents that are largely di↵erent into two dif-
ferent campaigns. Comparing to the results in Figure
5(a), we can find that the number of MD5s is almost
double to the number of spams for certain campaigns.
For example, campaign 6 only consists of 2222 spams,
however it has unique 4444 MD5s. Those spams have
multipart contents (e.g. text, html and image) and a
MD5 is computed for each content. For the second cat-
egory, the number of MD5s is quite small. Spam in such

campaign usually shares the same content body.
Next, as shown in Figure 7(b), most of campaigns are

characterized by a wide variety of titles to alter since ti-
tle of spam is easy to be detected. However, we still can
find that the number of titles is much smaller than the
number of spams in campaign. This is a natural conse-
quence that spammer has an intention to send spams; a
randomly generated title is not appealing to end-users.

Now, we focus on the distribution of URLs in top
100 campaigns in Figure 7(c). URLs are the most es-
sential and common feature to characterize campaigns
because they point contents that spammers intend to
appeal. It is clear that many campaigns share only a
few URLs; changing websites or images frequently is a
laborious task for spammers. Even though most URLs
are redirection links, spammers can not alter URLs in
a large scale dataset. However, we also observe some
campaigns with a large number of URLs. In this case,
one URL is shared by a few number of spams. For those
spam campaigns, URLs do not point to the same web-
site. Those URLs have di↵erent spamming purposes.
Thus, botnets need to work frequently to generate new
content message.

For further investigation of big spam campaigns, we
list the details of top 15 campaigns in Table 2. As pre-
viously explained, in campaign 6, the number of MD5s
is twice as many as the number of spams. In contrast,
campaigns 3, 4 and 5 only have respectively 6, 8 and 6
di↵erent MD5s, meaning that most of spams share the
same message body. Results are similar with the num-
ber of URLs; A few number of spams share the same
URL in the former campaigns, while hundreds of spams
have the same URL in the latter. In campaign 7 each
spam has a di↵erent MD5 (thus a di↵erent content) but
they all share 3 unique URLs.

By manually inspecting spam content bodies in de-
tail, we found two campaign types. First type consists
of spam formatted with certain template (e.g. HTML
template). Spammers do not send specific URLs, on the
contrary, they send a large number of di↵erent URLs,
and the purpose of these spam campaigns is obfuscated
such as in campaigns 1 and 2. Other feature of this
campaign type is the content body that usually includes
multiple parts, so these campaigns contain much more
spamming information. Accordingly to the change of
URLs, their titles are also frequently altered. In this
way, by changing URLs and titles constantly, campaigns
can e↵ectively evade spam detection. Such campaigns
are usually lasting longer than other types. Because
the template usually conveys no information about the
spammers purposes, one can strip spams of the tem-
plate, then reiterate the proposed clustering algorithm
to get more insights for this type of campaign. This kind
of hierarchical clustering is but left for future works.

The second type of campaign is based on certain iden-

13.迷惑メールはどうやって送られてくる?	
•  似た文面を持つ迷惑メールをグループ化	  
•  多くはウィルスに感染したホスト(bot)から	  
•  大きなキャンペーンが多数	

Clustering	  spam	  campaigns	  with	  fuzzy	  clustering	  (AINTEC’14)	



Fig. 3. Scatter plot of speed feature: mean and variance

Fig. 4. Estimated PDF of CV of speed feature

of the CV of the speed feature is presented in Fig.5. The x-
axis and the y-axis represent FPR and TPR, respectively. The
minimum Euclid distance from the best coordinate (0, 1) was
0.327, and FPR and TPR for this point are 0.289 and 0.846,
respectively.

The results demonstrated that the speed feature indicates low
discriminative power to distinguish bots from human players in
this MMORPG. A plausible reason of this low discriminative
power is that this speed feature is originally developed for a
FPS game, not for MMORPG. We conclude that humans and
bots in MMORPG are less different in terms of speed than
those in FPS game.

B. Action frequency information

TABLE I
BREAKDOWN OF ACTION TYPES FOR HUMAN PLAYERS AND BOTS

Action type Battle Item Interact Other
Humans 52.5% 25.7% 1.27% 20.5%

Bots 69.0% 17.2% 0.14% 13.7%

Fig. 5. ROC curve of CV of speed feature

We first examine the breakdown of the action types for
human players and bots. Table I lists the frequency of each
action type, battle, using item, interact with other players (e.g.
trading, composing a group) and other actions, for human play-
ers and bots. As expected, the ratio of battle for bots is 30%
higher than that for humans, meaning that bots concentrates on
battle to earn more money while human players take 50% of
non-battle actions. Our preliminary analysis, however, showed
that the ratio of battle and that of item were not significant
features for bot detection due to large overlaps.

Next, we investigate the discriminative power of the fre-
quency of actions and battles. We first calculate the distribution
of action count and battle count per a fixed time slot (e.g.
300[sec]), for every human player and bot. Fig.6 demonstrates
an example of the estimated PDF of action count and battle
count per 300[sec]. The x-axis represents action (or battle)
count and y-axis represents its estimated density. Red and blue
plots represent PDFs of human and that of bot, respectively,
and solid and dashed lines show the difference between the
action count and battle count. We find that mean of action
count and battle count of bots are greater than those of humans.
This means that the bots worked efficiently as expected though
they still have some non-active time near 0. In contrast, the
shape of action count and battle count of bots is narrower
than that of humans. This fact indicates that bots always take
actions more frequently and optimally than humans because
humans get tired, chat with others and get away from keyboard
for some tasks.

We also find the difference of the mean and the variance
of action count and battle count between bots and humans in
Fig.7 and Fig.8. In the both scatter plots, the x-axis represents
the mean of the counts and the y-axis represents the variance
of the counts for humans (red) and bots (blue). Almost all of
bots are distributed at the lower right area where the variance
is small and stable even for large means. On the other hand, the
distribution of the human players indicate a positive correlation
between the mean and the variance. Some human players are
distributed on the right side, indicating that they take as many

14.オンラインRPGでの悪い人探し	

•  人間ではなくプログラムがゲームマネー&アイテム稼ぎ	  
•  オークション等で換金	  
•  人とは違う動きを検出する	

An	  analysis	  of	  players	  and	  bots	  behaviors	  in	  MMORPG	  (AINA’13)	

プログラムは疲れない!	

Real	  Money	  Trading	
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Figure 7: Example of alarms (red rectangles) reported by SBS on the Eng. Bldg 2 dataset
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Figure 8: Example of alarms (red rectangles) reported by SBS on the Cory Hall dataset

15.ビルはどれだけ省エネできる?	

•  多数(>100)のセンサーの時系列から異常を検出	  
–  例:	  冷房と暖房が同時に入ってる!	

Strip,	  Bind,	  and	  Search:	  A	  method	  for	  idenDfying	  abnormal	  energy	  consumpDon	  in	  buildings	  (IPSN’13)	

電灯の消し忘れ	

Data sets
UT: Eng. Bldg. 2

• 12-story building (2005)
• 135 devices monitored
• Light and HVAC for 231

rooms
• Fine “view” (e.g. 1 room)
• 10 weeks (summer 2011)

Post-Fukushima

UCB: Cory Hall

• 5-story building (1950)
• 70 devices monitored
• Receptacles, central HVAC

components, elevators,
power panels, ...

• Coarse “view” (e.g. 1 floor)
• 8 weeks (spring 2011)

Strip, Bind, and Search, Romain Fontugne,The University of Tokyo,
Elab-FIT(VNU) Workshop - July, 2013 14 / 28



was not isolated; the links between Sendai and Sapporo
and between Sapporo and Tokyo were still available
though one of the physical links was damaged. All edge
links from Sendai remained thanks to protected links.
Similarly, the Sapporo node located in the fourth largest
city in Japan was not disconnected from the backbone.
Orange circles and hours at nodes represent the dura-
tion that private electric generators worked at each dat-
acenter during the blackout after the earthquake. The
blackout lasted for 96 hours at the Sendai node, but
due to the backup power supply, the backbone network
was not disrupted and managed to provide connectivity.
Most of the damaged links shown in red and gray were
recovered within 40-60 hours after the earthquake. On
the other hand, one of the international links to the US
was damaged for 4 months.

Figure 3: Link and node level damage of the
network

On the other hand, the universities and research insti-
tutions were directly impacted by the effect of the earth-
quake. Table 1 lists the disconnected time of the univer-
sities/institutions (ex-edge nodes in SINET3) from the
backbone network due to the blackout. The most im-
pacted nodes were located near the epicenter; Hirosaki,
Sendai, and Tsukuba areas. Only Keio U. is far from
the epicenter, in Yokohama 300km away from the epi-
center. The difference of the disconnected time from
the time the earthquake occurred is mainly caused by
(1) multiple cuts of the power lines and (2) the time
for exhaustion of backup battery (i.e., UPS) at univer-
sities. The procurement for our UPS system in SINET3
required at least 10 minutes of power for network equip-
ment. The uptimes are also largely different among
nodes; it took over 2 days in the worst case. These

universities provided connectivity to other regional uni-
versities/institutions as SINET3 edge nodes or different
regional ASes. Thus, such connected ones were also iso-
lated from the network though we do not know the total
number of the suffered users.

Table 1: Disconnected time of the universi-
ties/institutions (ex-edge nodes in SINET3)

Node Time Duration
Hirosaki U. 3/11 14:51 - 3/12 16:45 25h54m
Tohoku U. 3/11 15:16 - 3/13 13:54 46h38m

KEK 3/11 15:29 - 3/14 11:44 68h14m
Tsukuba U. 3/11 16:07 - 3/11 17:43 1h35m
Keio U. 3/11 16:09 - 3/12 00:06 7h57m

In summary, link-level connectivity in the backbone
remained though some fibers were cut and some data
center suffered from the blackout. However, the cus-
tomers (i.e., universities and research institutes) were
in any event disconnected from the Internet due to the
blackout.

3.2 IP-level network connectivity
Next, we investigate the effect to the routing dynam-

ics. IP level network connectivity in SINET4 relies on
BGP and OSPF.
For BGP, we have been collecting all BGP messages

at route reflectors for research purposes. By manual
inspection of these messages, not surprisingly, we con-
firmed that there were only three of our customer ASes
disconnected from SINET4 out of over 400 peers. Also,
one of the two international links to the US was dam-
aged, however, the impact on BGP was limited because
the routes were simply switched to the non-damaged
one.
For OSPF, we only logged the event messages gen-

erated by routers and switches. So, it is impossible to
reconstruct the sequence of events precisely. However,
the type of messages still might be useful in understand-
ing the routing behavior. We found that 6 OSPF nodes
temporally disappeared due to the blackout in total.
This small impact is mainly because L3 routers are lo-
cated in only eight cities, and most universities do not
use dynamic routing.
As expected, the impact on the routing system was

less for both BGP and OSPF thanks to the robustness
of link level connectivity, though some leaf nodes disap-
peared in the blackout area.

3.3 Traffic volumes near epicenter area
Now, we turn into the impact on the traffic volumes

near the epicenter area. Figure 4 displays the long-term
aggregated traffic volumes in two edge links near the
epicenter area. The original data was 1-minute granu-

16.東日本大震災時の学術インターネット	

•  学術ネットワーク(SINET)は冗長構成で耐えていた	  
•  想定外の新しい使われ方	

Impact	  of	  Tohoku	  earthquake	  on	  R&E	  network	  in	  Japan	  (CoNEXT	  WoID’11)	
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approach is similar to ours in terms of using crowd-sourced
data. However, the have not collected the QoE of users and
analyzed the correlation between QoS and QoE.

Shafiq et al. [9] modeled the characteristics of Internet traffic
of cellular devices by analyzing the flow level traffic data
collected at cellular data network carrier’s core network. Xu et
al. [10] have also focused on the cellular data network carriers’
wired network infrastructure, and analyzed the characteristics
of routing in the carrier’s network. However, their focus is
carrier’s core network only, and consequently, they could not
achieve to analyze the characteristics and correlation between
the QoS and QoE through wireless and wired networks of
cellular data networks.

Jin et al. [11] has developed a smartphone application
to collect troubles of cellular data networks from mobile
customers. Their approach is similar to our QoE collection, but
they do not analyze the characteristics and correlation between
the QoS and QoE.

The QoE has gained great interest and characterizing the
correlation between QoS and QoE become increasingly im-
portant. Schatz et al. [12] focus on both the QoS and QoE.
They conducted lab and field trials to measure the QoS and
end-user QoE. Their focus is similar to ours, but their trials
do not highlight the correlation between the low-level QoS
related metrics such as RTT and QoE.

III. PRELIMINARY

A. Social benchmarking tool

We developed a social benchmarking tool NetBench [2] for
iPhones and iPads [13] supporting iOS version 5 or later to
measure the QoS and QoE in cellular data networks and to
share them among the users of the tool at the user interface
on the device and the Web site. This tool supports two
measurements: 1) QoS and 2) QoE.

The former, QoS measurement, is implemented as the active
measurement. It first sends 21 ICMP echo request packets
to a measurement server in Tokyo and receives ICMP echo
reply packets with 3 second timeout to measure the ICMP
packet loss rate and the minimum, median, and maximum
RTT. Next, it measures the average download throughput
from the measurement server for 10 seconds using TCP with
an unprivileged port number. Likewise, it then measures the
average upload throughput to the measurement server for 10
seconds using TCP with an unprivileged port number. At the
end of this procedure, it records the signal strength1, and
geolocation information of the device.

The latter, QoE measurement, is the combination of user’s
vote and active measurement. Users can choose either +1
(good) or -1 (bad) at the graphical user interface of the
developed tool according to their feelings (i.e., QoE). After
a user chooses the alternative of good or bad, it records
the signal strength and geolocation information. It then sends
10 ICMP echo request packets to a measurement server and

1The unit of signal strength is unknown but it is the value as is obtained
through iOS’s API.

(a) QoS (b) QoE

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the user interface to browse shared QoS/QoE posts

TABLE I
THE BREAKDOWN OF THE QOS AND QOE POSTS BY CARRIER

QoS QoE
Carrier +1 (good) -1 (bad)

KDDI 791 419 63
Softbank 316 22 18
docomo 173 3 3
Others 5 3 2

WiFi 158 45 27

receives ICMP echo reply packets with 3 second timeout to
measure the ICMP packet loss rate and the minimum, median,
and maximum RTT.

The posts from the users of the same carrier are shared
through the user at the user interface of the tool on a device.
We present the screenshots in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) is the
screenshot showing the QoS that places pins with the average
throughputs on the map. Figure 1(b) is the screenshot showing
the QoE that places tiles with the average QoE score in the
Hue color space from red (bad) to blue (good) on the map.
Similarly, shared posts from users of each carrier can be
browsed at the Web interface. These interfaces motivate users
to share their QoS and QoE with other users.

B. Collected Data

We obtained 1443 (shared) posts of QoS and 605 posts
of QoE in eight months (from mid-March to mid-November,
2012). The breakdown of the QoS and QoE posts by carrier is
shown in TABLE I. The majority of the posts are from three
carriers in Japan, and consequently, we focus on these three
carriers excluding measurements and posts using WiFi in this
paper. Note that KDDI is CDMA2000 operator, and Softbank
and docomo are UMTS/W-CDMA operators supporting HS-
DPA/HSUPA.

2

17.みんなの力でスマホの診断	

•  ネットワークが遅い原因の究明	  
•  みんなで測定して結果をアップ

ロード	  
–  次の角まで行けば快適になるか

も?	

Social	  benchmarking	  of	  QoS	  &	  QoE	  in	  cellular	  data	  networks	  (CQR	  workshop’13)	
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18.大規模サーバはどれくらい効率的?	

•  世界中の数百万のクライアントからアクセス	  
•  ファイバーマップを用いた負荷分散の効率解析	

Towards	  evaluaDon	  of	  DNS	  server	  selecDon	  with	  geodesic	  distance	  (NOMS’14)	
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Fig. 4. Difference of direct distance and geodesic distance

scatter plot of the two distances between JP DNS server and
cache resolver identified by source and destination IP address
in DNS query packets. The diagonal in the figure indicates
that the direct distance is equal to the geodesic distance. We
observe that a group of large deviance from the diagonal
around 5, 000-10, 000km in direct distance. This corresponds
to the effect of inter-continental fiber cables, meaning that there
is no direct fiber connection satisfying the shortest distance
between server and cache resolver. Also, geodesic distance for
some pairs becomes 2-5 times larger than the corresponding
direct distance. The direct distance from Tokyo to London, for
example, is 9, 000km while the geodesic distance is 25, 000km
via North America. This is a consistent result with the current
geographical Internet connectivity between Japan and Europe.

Furthermore, we examine the relationship between the dis-
tances and the actual end-to-end delay. We measured the delay
from a host in the subnetwork one JP DNS server is located in
Tokyo to the IP addresses of cache resolvers randomly sampled
from the trace by 3 ICMP echo request messages. Figure 5
plots the relationship between the minimum RTT and two
distances: (a) direct distance and (b) geodesic distance. The
straight line in the figures represents the theoretical constraint
based on the speed of the light in optical fiber cable (i.e., 60%
of the speed of the light in vacuum). The data point largely
below the line indicates a potential error of the geolocation
database. Our manual inspection found that such data points
in Fig.5 (a) are mainly assigned to ISPs in the US and their
host names contains location names in Japan. Similarly, the
data points largely below the line in Fig.5 (b) are also assigned
to organizations in Europe but located in the US. We removed
cache resolvers with the /24 address block belonging to such
data points for further analysis.

Comparing two figures, we confirm that the data points in
geodesic distance are more stretched and smoother than those
in direct distance as expected, while both distances basically
have a positive correlation to the RTT. The standard deviation
of the data points from the reference line was 196 for the
direct distance and 154 for the geodesic distance, meaning that
the latter is a reasonable measure to understand the approxi-
mate delay behavior. However, we observed large variation of
the RTTs even in geodesic distance; Large variation around
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Fig. 5. Relationship between RTT and distance: (a) direct distance and (b)
geodesic distance

10, 000km is from mainly cache resolvers in the US. We
expected that the cache resolvers are located in relatively
stable and less congested network like those provided by ISPs.
Plausible reasons of the large variation of the delay are due
to the effect of the last one hop access line to the cache
resolvers, network congestion, inter- intra-AS topology, and
a less number of probe packets to estimate a stable RTT [16].

C. Visualization of efficiency of server selection

Fig. 6. Cache resolvers accessed to an anycast server in Japan (without
traffic engineering) : (a) direct distance and (b) geodesic distance. NA: North
America, SA: South America, EU: Europe, AF: Africa, and AP: Asia-Pacific.

Now, we turn on the characteristics of the server selec-
tion algorithm from the dataset. Figure 6 displays azimuthal
equidistant projections of the geolocation of cache resolvers
accessed to an JP DNS anycast server in Japan: (a) direct

日本のサーバへのアクセス例	

直線距離	 測地線距離	
どっちが近い?	



19.トポロジを意識した負荷分散は可能?	

•  インターネットは分散システムのため全容はわからない	  
•  周りを見ただけで全体の効率を良くできるか?	  
•  次数(つながり具合)を見ることである程度は可能	

Dependency	  of	  network	  structures	  in	  agent	  selecDon	  and	  dependency	  (IAT’06)	

The Impact of Network Model on Performance of Load-balancing

Fig. 1. Cumulative degree distribution of the actual Internet topology

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of degree-oriented deployment (left) and random deployment
(right)

3.2 Server Selection Algorithms

First of all, each client selects the closest server, i.e., the minimum AS hop count
from the client to the server. Also, a client knows the number of hops from the client
to all servers and the degree of servers by means of a routing protocol. If the client
finds more than one closest server, it chooses one by using the reverse-weighted
degree (RWD) selection algorithm. We emphasize that because each client always
selects the shortest path, the communication cost of clients in the RWD selection
algorithm is minimum so the overall efficiency of agents are maximized.

Suppose that there are s closest servers for a client, and each server ni (i =
0 . . . s − 1) has a degree ki. In the RWD selection algorithm, a client chooses a
specific server from the candidate servers with the following probability:

pi =
k−β

i!s−1
j= 0 k−β

j

, (2)

where β is a weight parameter. For β = 0, the client selects the server randomly
and independently of the degree of a server. For larger β, the probability of choos-
ing a server with smaller ki is expected to be higher. The algorithm should provide
load-balancing among nodes because it prevents concentration on servers with high
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20.集合知による新しいインターネットセンサ	

•  DNS反射波を用いた異常検出センサ	  
–  大きなイベント(迷惑メール，スキャン)発生時に自動生成さ

れるDNSクエリを使用	  
–  DNS(名前解決)サーバは世界中に遍在	  
–  個々のクエリの情報量は少量	  -‐>	  集合知	  
–  プライバシに配慮	  

DetecDng	  malicious	  acDvity	  with	  DNS	  backsca7er	  (IMC’15)	


